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ABSTRACT

Finding how to make a consistent profit in stocks has been a long-standing theme for all investors.
There are groups of successful investors who focus on finding secure stocks that are undervalued
compared to their intrinsic price: those investors are known as "value investors". In this study we
propose an approach for individual investor to easily follow the value investors’ strategies based
on the network analysis and machine learning on the bipartite investor-stock network constructed
from a dataset of 13-F filings: quarterly investment information collected by SEC from institutional
investors. We convert the bipartite graph into a directed investor-investor network, apply several
analyses relating to Motif, PageRank and HITs, and detect secure investor communities by Louvain
algorithm. We also apply JODIE, a temporal graph neural network model, on the original bipartite
investor-stock graph to predict future investments of those investor communities. We then use these
predictions to create a portfolio recommendation for individual investors.

1 Introduction

As the world becomes more volatile, uncertain and complex, managing personal assets is a great concern for individuals
with little financial knowledge or little time.

On one hand, there has been rising interest among professional investors to apply machine learning for stock trading,
usually in combination with high-frequency-trading. For such investors, the first movers with the fastest machines or
fastest algorithms typically enjoy the profit. This requires a never ending cycle of development; as the popularity of
a winning investment pattern performed by a machine grows, the market dynamics change as more people begin to
follow that investing pattern. Consequently, the pattern quickly becomes obsolete. Due to this complex environment, it
is difficult for an individual investor to navigate their way through a sea of large investors that each greatly influence the
market.

On the other hand, there are groups of investors that focus on finding secure stocks by inspecting companies and finding
ones that are undervalued compared to their intrinsic value (price): these investors, like Warren Buffett for example,
are known as value investors. Value investing is a strategy that individuals can follow, and many who have enough
financial knowledge to do so actually use this technique. It’s a technique that would be useful for individuals who want
to handle their investments less often, as they likely do not have the need to double or triple their assets quickly with
high risk; they’d rather enjoy a secure method of positively profiting from their investments in the long run. However,
it is time-consuming to inspect each asset, and it is difficult to pin down how to evaluate a company’s intrinsic value
without some background in finance.

In order to tackle this problem environment, we start with network analysis and finally build an algorithm that creates
portfolio suggestions based on value investors, tailored for individuals who will not be able to check back often. In the
network analysis, we convert the investor-stock dataset into an investor-investor directed network using the time order
of investment as direction of information flow between investment. We then identify the information communities of



value investors and their role inside the communities, and extract the key financial factors that the members of each
community use for valuation. Next, we move back to original investor-stock bipartite network and finally predict a
suggested set of stocks that value investor communities are likely to invest in soon. We calculate this prediction by
applying graph neural networks to the bipartite investor-stocks networks to capture structure, combined with temporal
financial features of nodes.

2 Previous Work

Since the financial crisis of 2007-2008, many studies have been published focusing on demystifying different aspects
of financial networks and their systemic risk. However, there are relatively few studies focusing on the analysis of
institutional investor networks in stock market, and only a few studies use both machine learning and network analysis
to identify information connection between investor or a portfolio of stock suggestions. Among those studies, we picked
3 related works which take different approaches to analyze investor and/or stock networks. [1] provides a method
of centrality analysis on stock networks constructed based on correlation between stocks; [2] proposes a method for
motif analysis on shareholder network; [3] applies node embeddings on investor-stock bipartite network in order to
perform clustering and classification. None of those studies directly approaching our problem, but we start our work
from extending those studies.

2.1 Correlation based recommendation

F. Pozzi, T. Di Matteo & T.Aste[1] propose an approach for choosing well-diversified portfolios by choosing stocks that
are peripheral in financial networks. These financial networks used in the study are transformations of stocks’ correlation
matrix into simple network models, using methods such as Minimum Spanning Trees[4] and Planar Maximally Filtered
Graphs[5]. The researchers concluded that investing in subsets of central highly connected stocks is characterized by
greater risk and worse performance. To do so, they calculated two hybrid centrality measures per node based on Degree,
Betweenness Centrality (BC), Eccentricity (E), Closeness (C) and Eigenvector Centrality (EC). Then they showed
that stock portfolios with the lowest centrality measures have good ’signal-to-noise ratio’, also known as ’information
ratio’[6] as a proxy for good performance of a portfolio. This signal-to-noise ratio is defined as

r̄(τ)

s(τ)
(1)

where r̄(τ) is the average and s(τ) is the standard deviation of the returns over 7071 investments. As they admitted that
correlation between stocks is evolving over time and changes markedly during crisis, there is no reliable reason that the
price correlation from the past will manifest itself again in the future. On the other hand, our method capture similarity
of stocks based on network information as well as static financial features, such as price to earnings ratio and price to
book ratio[7] so that it can learn consistent and intrinsic representation of stocks.

2.2 Motif based network analysis

Q. Guan et al.[2] provides a motif-based analysis on an investor network of China’s energy stock market. They examine
the differences in information connections of three types of investors - companies, funds and individuals, and analyze
how these connection evolved over the 10 years time frame. To do so, they construct an undirected investors’ network
based on co-sharing information, and count the occurrences of 3-motifs with 2 type of edges (weak and strong). In their
results, Q.Guan et al. found a rise in connections across different types of investors, as well as the consistent existence
of homophily among individuals. Because they ignored the time-order of investments and constructed undirected
graphs, they scrapped the possibility of determining temporal information relationships among investors, such as who is
a leader and who is a follower. Our model instead utilize information regarding investment period to construct directed
network, which allow as further analysis among investor relationships.

2.3 Node embedding based method

Zhang et al.[3] study the problem of node embedding in bipartite graph with dynamic and attributed edges. They
propose the method called IGE(Interaction Graph Embedding). This method uses 3 different embeddings: for source
nodes, target nodes, and edge attributes, constructs 3 neural networks, and combines them to represent probability
that an edge exists given a set of a source node and its edges. Zhang et al. applied IGE on 4 real world datasets of
investor-stock data which include timestamp, share price, and amount as edge attributes, to perform clustering and
classification. The model has some drawbacks such that it did not use any structural information, and that they only use
time stamp as a proximity measure of two nodes so time order is not used in the model. We incorporate both network
and time-order information into our model so that it achieves better results.
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3 Dataset

Institutional investors are required by law to disclose their investments every quarter in 13F forms filed with the SEC,
and such information is collected by a third party. We use the dataset sourced from 13F filing aggregated by Sharadar
on the Quandl platform[8] as our main dataset. This contains 6 years of filings from Jan. 2013. There are 23M reports
from 6,454 investors who hold 13,499 stocks in total, where each report consisted of a ticker, investor name, reporting
date (quarterly), value, units and price. 2.8M unique (investor, stock) pairs exist. By eliminating 0.8M (investor, stock)
pairs reported in 2013Q1 for which we don’t know when the investment initially happened, there are 2.0M new pairs
from 2013Q2 to 2019Q2. This data can be naturally represented as a bipartite graph with edges between investor nodes
and stock nodes.

To supplement the main dataset above, we also utilize fundamental stock data from same publisher[8] in order to
construct features for stock nodes for link prediction. This consists of 150 fundamental indicators and financial ratios of
14,000 companies from 1997. We selected several features which particularly relate to value investors.

We also prepared a name list of 74 value investors, where 41 are sourced from web[9-14] and 33 are extracted from the
main dataset by filtering the investor names who contain "value" in their name then later confirmed that they actually
do value investments through their website. This list is for validation purposes on our community detection or other
network analysis.

4 Methodology

4.1 Network analysis on directed investor-investor graph

4.1.1 Graph construction

We start by modeling the data as a bipartite investor-stock graph. From this bipartite graph, we then create a directed
investor graph using time order of the investment. For example, if an investor i invested in a stock s in quarter t and
then an another investor j invested to the same stock s in the next quarter t+ 1, we create a directed edge from i to j.
The weight of an edge (i, j) is

wd,{i,j} =

T∑
t=1

Et
ij

(nt−1
i + 1)(ntj + 1)

(2)

where nt−1
i and ntj are number of total ’new investments’ from investor i in quarter t− 1 and j in t respectively, Et

ij is
number of stocks which were invested by i at t− 1 and then by j at t, and T is a set of time period. Note that ’new
investment’ here means new edge (i, j) appeared at quarter t. (·+ 1) is for smoothing purpose. We calculate the weight
this way because investor j and i sometimes hold the same investments just because j and/or i do invest many assets. If
this is the case, the information connection between j and i should not be strong. Therefore, we introduced the weight in
order to penalize the number of investments.

Because each investor node is densely connected, we filtered out less important edges after the weight calculation
by (1) setting minimum threshold of weight 0.1 and (2) choosing the 15 in-degree edges with highest weights for
each node. (This also aligns with our intuition, since it is not reasonable that each investor directly connects to other
several thousands of investors. Rather, an investor will typically refer to at most 10-20 other investors who have similar
investment strategies.)

4.1.2 Motif analysis

Motif is a subgraph in a large network that reflects the functional property of the network. Different motifs represent
different connection patterns and interactions between the vertices. Therefore, motif analysis is important on our
constructed investor network, since it can help us understand how investors interact with each other in stock investment.
For example, we can verify whether the co-holding and following behavior (where some investors follow other investors’
investment behavior) exist in our investor network.

In 2.2, Q. Guan et al.[2] examines relation between three types of investors by using motif analysis on an undirected
investor network. Since we don’t have investor types in our dataset, we instead focused on following behavior in the
investor network. In our proposal, we critiqued that Q.Guan et al.[2] ignores the time relation in the investment, so
we improved the analysis by using directed edges as stated in 4.1.1.; therefore, our motif analysis can better capture
following behavior by including the investment time information as the direction of edge.
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Figure 1: ESU Algorithm in Wernicke, Sebastian

In order to do motif analysis, we first conducted counting on occurrence of 3-nodes motifs by the Exact Subgraph
Enumeration Algorithm(ESU) proposed in Wernicke, Sebastian[18]. The details of the ESU algorithm are stated in fig
1. Since our investor graph is densely connected, we are not able to do motif counting on the entire graph in feasible
time. Also, we want to focus more on exploring the interactive investing behavior among value investors and other
investors, so we only conducted motif counting on the 74 value investors stated in section 3.

After motif counting using ESU algorithm, we measured significance of motifs by z score test. We want to know
if a certain motif is significant(either over-represented or under-represented) in our investor graph, compared with
random graph with same in-degree and out-degree sequences. Configuration model is used to construct 20 different
random graphs, and ESU is then conducted on these 20 graphs to approximate the mean and standard error of motifs
counting on the random graph. Finally, a z score is calculated for each subgraph(motif) of type i, by the formula
Zi =

(Nreal
i −N̄rand

i )

std(Nrand
i )

, where Nreal
i is the count on the subgraph of type i in investor network, and Nrand

i is count on
the subgraphs of type i in random network generated by configuration model. For an easier further comparison, network
significance profile(normalized z score) is also computed by the formula SPi = Zi√∑

j Z2
j

.

4.1.3 HITs analysis

Since our newly constructed directed investor-investor graph should capture the cascading of buying, we performed
HIT analysis on the investor-investor graph to investigate which investor nodes seem to have an "early-investor" role,
where others followed their decisions. Such "early-investors" manifest themselves as hubs in our directed graph. On the
other hand, node with high authority can be considered as a "follower".

The HITs algorithm calculates two scores, a hub score and an authority score. First, all nodes’ hub and authority scores
are initialized to 1. It performs a series of iterations, each one made up of two steps: first we update the authority score
of each node to the sum of the hub scores of each node that points to it, then we update each node’s hub score to the
sum of the authority scores of the nodes it points to. In each iteration, the scores are scaled and normalized. After the
process, a node with a high hub score points to many other authorities, and a node with a high authority score is linked
to by many different hubs. To calculate hub and authority scores, we use SNAP’s HITs function.

4.1.4 PageRank Analysis

We also calculate PageRank score to investigate the influence of each investor node in the investor-investor graph. The
PageRank algorithm was first introduced by Larry Page in order to measure the importance of webpages, and can more
generally measure the importance of nodes in a network. The algorithm models a random walk through the graph, with
a random chance of teleportation, and it relies on the idea that nodes with in-links from high-scoring neighbors must be
important. To perform the algorithm, we calculate the following equation until convergence:

rj =
∑
i→j

β
ri
di

+ (1− β)
1

N
(3)

where j is the rank of the current node,
∑

i→j is the sum over all i’s that have a link pointing to j, ri is the rank of node
i, di is the degree of node i, and β is a constant.
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4.2 Community detection on undirected investor-investor graph

4.2.1 Graph construction

We constructed an undirected investor graph, where two investors share an edge if they invest to a same stock in a same
quarter. Similarly to the directed investor graph on 4.1.1, we introduced weight of an edge (i, j) as

wu,{i,j} =

T∑
t=1

Et
ij

(nti + 1)(ntj + 1)
(4)

After the weight calculation, we filtered out less important edges by setting minimum threshold of weight 0.1. The
purpose to construct another graph from 4.1 is that (1) we do not need directed edge to perform community detection
and (2) investors who invested in a same quarter potentially have stronger connection than investors who invested in a
subsequent quarter.

4.2.2 Louvain Algorithm

We run the Louvain algorithm on undirected investor graph to detect value investor community from the network. The
Louvain algorithm is a greedy algorithm proposed in Blondel, Vincent D., et al[19], using 2-steps strategy to maximizes
modularity. The Louvain algorithm, which supports weighted hierarchical communities detection, is a good method
for us, since our graph is weighted with potential hierarchical communities (low-level communities can be formed by
investors who invest only on certain areas of stocks or investors who follow a single leading investor, and high-level
communities can be consist of investors from smaller communities which share similar investing strategies). The first
step of the Louvain algorithm is partitioning, which is initialized with each node in a different community, then moves
each node to another community by maximizing the modularity delta ∆Q among all the potential moves to different
community C. We define

∆Q = ∆Q(i→ C)−∆Q(D → i) (5)

where

∆Q(i→ C) = [

∑
in +Ki,in

2m
− (

∑
tot +Ki

2m
)2]− [

∑
in

2m
− (

∑
tot

2m
)2 − (

Ki

2m
)] (6)

with
∑

in the sum of link weights between nodes in C,
∑

tot the sum of all link weights of nodes in C, Ki,in the sum of
link weights between node i and C, and Ki the sum of all link weights of node i; ∆Q(D → i) is defined similarly. The
second step is contracting communities into super-nodes. Then the algorithm will be run recurrently on the super-node
network.

4.3 Link prediction in investor-stock bipartite graph

We would like to predict which stocks each investor, especially value investors will buy in the future; therefore, a link
prediction algorithm for investor-stock bipartite graph is needed in our case. Most of the algorithms so far learn a static
embedding for each user and item, which is problematic in our case. Since stocks can change rapidly and dramatic
within a short time, and since investors might have different investing strategy at different time period, the embeddings
for each stock and each investor are time dependent. Therefore, a temporal link prediction with dynamic embedding is
desired for our task.

4.3.1 JODIE

JODIE [20], which was proposed this year 2019 by Kumar, Srijan, Xikun Zhang, and Jure Leskovec, is a dynamic
embedding prediction trajectory algorithm, which can efficiently predict embedding of user/item at future timestamp,
and use the predicted embedding to further forecast link/interaction between nodes.

JODIE trains two types of embeddings: a static embedding as well as a dynamic embedding for each user and each
item(in our case, a user is an investor and an item is a stock ticker). The static embedding represents the long-term
stationary characteristic of each user or item, while the dynamic embedding captures the temporal characteristic of each
user or item. Two Recurrent Neural networks are used to train the embeddings: one for user embedding and one for
item embedding. To update the embedding for each user at time t, denoted u(t), the embedding i−, item i’s embedding
after its previous interaction with any user, is used. The same update rule applies for item embedding by using u−. This
update rule is stated as formula:

u(t) = σ(Wu
1 u(t−) +Wu

2 i
− +W 3

uf +W 4
u∆u)
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Figure 2: Projection Operation in JODIE [20]

i(t) = σ(W i
1 u(t−) +W i

2u
− +W 3

i f +W 4
i ∆u)

where ∆u is the time elapsed after u’s last interaction with any item; ∆i is the time elapsed after i’s last interaction with
any user; f denotes the interaction feature vector.

To predict future embedding, a projection operation is used. In JODIE, after a time interval ∆ since previous interaction,
a temporal attention layer is trained to project the embeddings of users, which will be used to predict which items this
user will most likely to interact with. The fig 2 shows the projection operation process in JODIE: algorithm predicts
the embedding for user u at different time in the future t+ ∆1,t+ ∆2,t+ ∆ (here ∆1 < ∆2 < ∆) to get projected
embedding as û(t+ ∆1),û(t+ ∆2),û(t+ ∆). When the the interaction is observed at time t+ ∆, the embedding is
updated again to u(t+ ∆).

The JODIE algorithm uses the following loss function to train the model, in order to predict the item embedding that
user most likely will interact with.

Loss =
∑

(u,j,t,f)∈S

‖j̃(t)− [j̄, j(t−)]concate‖2 + λU‖u(t)− u(t−)‖2 + λI‖i(t)− i(t−)‖2

where j̃(t) is the predicted embedding, and j̄, j(t−) denoted the static embedding and the dynamic embedding
immediately before the predicted time.

4.3.2 Data pre-processing and Feature selection

Before applying JODIE, we perform pre-processing of the raw data and performed feature selection. First, we eliminate
reports from investors which did not increase its units of holdings from the prior quarter. This gives us 4M new/increased
investments, considered as edges between investor and stocks. Next, we select several temporal financial indicators
from the supplemental dataset as edge features and prune data which contains missing features, leaving approximately
3M edges in the graph. Then we calculate weights of each edge from investor i to stock s, defined as

wb =
log V t

is√
nti · nts

(7)

where nti and nts are number of total new/increased investments from investor i and to stock s in quarter t respectively,
and V t

is is the value of a new/increased investment from i to s in t. The purpose of this weight is to penalize investors
who invest to every stocks, stocks which are invested by everyone, and investments with tiny amount. We prune all the
data for which weight is less than the threshold of 0.2.
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5 Results

5.1 Network analysis on directed investor-investor graph

5.1.1 Statistics of investor-stock bipartite network

After eliminating pairs reported on 2013Q1 and extracted new unique pairs, there are 7,744 investor nodes and 5,957
stock nodes, with 2,029,442 edges. Its weakly connected component size is 1.0 and approx full diameter is 5 (2.9 for
90% effective diameter). Figure 2 shows degree distribution of both investor and stock nodes.

(a) outDegree of investor nodes (b) inDegree of stocks nodes

Figure 3: Degree distribution of investor-stock bipartite graph

5.1.2 Statistics of directed investor-investor network

After constructing the investor-investor network, we filtered out edges based on their weights by setting a threshold
of 0.03 and then selecting top 15 in-edges for every node. This reduced the edge number from 16.6M to 75,893,
with investor nodes of 5,705 (after eliminating zero-degree investor). There are 73 zero in-degree nodes and 1,115
zero out-degree nodes. Interestingly, there are only 1108 bidirectional edge and 1570 closed triangle, which implies
one-directional flow of information. Its WCC size is 0.9996 and SCC size is 0.764, and the approximate diameter is 7
(3.44 for 90% effective diameter). The degree distribution of investors is shown in figure 3.

5.1.3 Motif analysis

We counted motifs by ESU algorithm on 13 types of 3-nodes subgraphs listed in fig 4b, and the corresponding result of
normalized z score is showed in 4a. Z test concludes that subgraphs M5 and M7 are over-represented in our investor
network.

M5 is a 3-nodes motif with two nodes point to the third node, while the two nodes also have one a way connection. M7
is a 3-node motif with two nodes point to each other, and both point to the third node. The two motifs both represent a
following behavior: different investors follow one single investor, while these followers also share information of stocks.
This result shows that there exist mutually connected communities who are following similar leading investor, and
there are also some tail follower who follows such mutually connected communities. It verified our initial expectation
on following behavior in stock investment. It also provides the evidence that many people do follow value investors’
investment, which gives a theoretical reasoning on why we should further analyze value investors’ investment strategies
and forecast their future investment by link prediction.

5.1.4 HITs/PageRank analysis

We calculated Hubbiness and PageRank of all investors and compared it with average quarterly return of investments.
The results in Figure 5 show that there are slight positive correlations between hubbiness/PageRank and quarterly return,
which imply an "early mover" makes more profit than "followers". However, the signals are not strong enough to use as
a detector of profitable investors.
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(a) normalized z scores

(b) 3 nodes motifs naming conventions

Figure 4: normalized z scores(on value investors’ nodes) on all types of 3-nodes motifs

(a) Hubbiness of all investors (b) Hubbiness of value investors

(c) PRanks of all investors (d) PRanks of value investors

Figure 5: Hubbiness and PageRank versus average return on investments

5.2 Community Detection by Louvain Algorithm on undirected investor-investor graph

We performed Louvain Algorithm on the weighted and undirected investor graph. After pruning communities with less
than 3 nodes, 12 communities were left as shown in Figure 6. Among those communities, community 3, 4, 5, 6 and 10
have relatively higher ratios of value investors than other communities. Next, we calculated average holding periods
and average quarterly return on investments (ROI) for each investor in each communities as shown in Figure 7. The
results show that value investors in community 3 and 5 play long term investments and enjoy moderate performance,
implying potential investors that an individual investors should follow.
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(a) 2D plot of communities (b) Size of each community

Figure 6: Results of Louvain algorithm

(a) holding periods of all investors (b) holding periods of value investors

(c) quarterly ROI of all investors (d) quarterly ROI value investors

Figure 7: Holding periods / Return on investments(ROI) of each community
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5.3 Link Prediction

5.3.1 Evaluation Methods

The evaluation methods that we used are the same as those used in the JODIE [20] paper - Mean Reciprocal Rank(MRR)

and Recall@10. Mean Reciprocal Rank is measured by the formula MRR =
1

|Q|

|Q|∑
i=1

1

ranki
., whereranki denotes the

rank position of the first relevant item for the i-th query. Recall@10 is the fraction of interactions in which ground

truth item is ranked within the top 10 predicted items. Recall@10 =
∑|predicted set|

i 1{GroundTruth∈top10}
|predicted set| , where

|predicted set| denotes the size of the predicted set.

5.3.2 Results for JODIE

We found that the naive implementation of JODIE (with no financial features) performed badly for our problem, with
values of about 0.003-0.006 for both MRR and Recall@10. We believe this may be because JODIE treats all interactions
as equally important. After pruning interactions with low weights, the performance increased an order of magnitude
as shown in Table 1. We also performed JODIE with 6 features related to value investments: price earnings, price to
earnings ratio, price to book ratio, current ratio, dividend yield, and payout ratio. Running JODIE with the features
showed a 5% improvement in MRR and a 10% improvement in Recall@10 respectively. The result of 0.096 for
Recall@10 may sounds relatively low compared to the results on other datasets used in original paper, but we think
it is actually a quite good result considering that our dataset only consists of new/additional investments and much
fewer repeated interactions between same investor-stock pairs (which makes prediction difficult). Note that we keep all
the parameter setting as default, except embedding dimension which we chose the value 64. Other than that, we also
tried modification of JODIE such as learning by weighted MSE to penalize investor/stock which appear everywhere or
treating a quarter as a batch; however, those did not help to achieve higher performance, convincing us that the regular
JODIE algorithm is suitable for our problem.

Architecture Dataset Size(interactions) Feature MRR Recall@10

JODIE 0.6million No 0.040 0.087
JODIE 0.6million Yes 0.042 0.096

Table 1: Link Prediction Result Table
MRR: Mean Reciprocal Rank

6 Conclusion

By analyzing motifs in the directed investor-investor graph we created, we identified that there are investors who
connect to many other investors, potentially implying leaders to follow, and that those leaders can be interpret as nodes
with high hubiness and PageRank but that those indicators have only slight correlation with investment performance.
On the other hand, community detection on the undirected investor-investor graph we created shows clear differences
among investor communities, especially in terms of holding periods. These results are useful for individual investors
who do not have enough time to replace their portfolio often and prefer to follow long term investors, or value investors.
We also found that graph neural networks, such as JODIE trained on preprocessed data with indicative financial features,
have a power to predict future investments from professional investor’s past holdings. Combining the link prediction
from JODIE with the community detection above, we can predict future investments of any particular community.
Performing prediction on long-term/value investor community which have consistent investment performance will help
individual investors to greatly narrow down potential stocks to research before investing.

As a suggestion for future works, community detection will be improved by applying a method which allows overlapping
of communities, such as AGM, since we noticed that investors are densely connected. Some investor also own
several fund with different or mixed strategies. Those facts will create many overlaps of communities. Although
naive HITs/PageRank analysis on whole dataset shows limited insights possibly because of heavily densed network,
performing weighted PageRank on particular community detected by Louvain or other methods may also show
interesting correlations with investment performance. Performance of JODIE could also be enhanced by either
incorporating more features such as PageRank, HIT scores, and other financial indicators from the supplementary table,
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or by tuning parameters such as embedding dimension, since we only had a chance to test an embedding dimension of
64 due to time limitations.
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